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The United States is more than just an ally to fascists in Ukraine and everywhere else; the 

American South provided an historical model for fascism. The fascist order of the pre-

Sixties Solid South was simply a domestic expression of U.S. Manifest Destiny – the 

national religion. The fascists – both local and imperial – have laid siege to Russia. 

 

Hillary Clinton is a walking profanity – and, thereby, a prime candidate to be the next 

president of the United States. The fiend who played Julius Caesar when U.S.-employed 

jihadists butchered Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi (“We came, we saw, he died”) now likens 

Russia’s response to the U.S.-backed fascist putsch in the Ukraine to Hitler’s quest for a 

Greater Germany. It is like spitting on the graves of the 25 million Russians and other 

Soviet nationalities slaughtered in Hitler’s racist jihad – the people who actually defeated 

the Nazis while the U.S. and Britain loitered off Europe’s shores. At war’s end, the United 

States imported thousands of Nazis to construct the nuclear/chemical/biological military 

juggernaut that would usher in an “American Century” – while confiscating Paul Robeson 

and W.E.B. Dubois’ passports. 

 

 Thanks to the Americans, West German denazification never happened but, by the mid-

Seventies, Washington had implanted fascist military regimes throughout Latin America – 

one of which exterminated 200,000 Guatemalan Mayas. 

 

 When John Kerry praises the “brave Ukrainians” that “took to the streets to stand against 
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tyranny and demand democracy,” he makes common cause with the direct political heirs of 

the Ukrainian Waffen SS units and concentration camp guards that eagerly joined Hitler’s 

genocidal rampage in the mid-20th century. The Ukrainian fascists, who command 40 

percent of the electorate in some western regions of the country, return the compliment, 

hoisting the Confederate flag in Kiev’s city hall. They see, correctly, that the epicenter of 

their ideology is not Berlin, but Washington. 

 

 The trans-Atlantic affinity is more fundamental and deep-rooted than the $5 billion that 

Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland brags the U.S. has invested in developing 

“democratic institutions” in Ukraine – resulting in the overthrow of the elected government 

and its replacement by ethnic-based mob rule. This is the model that held sway in the 

southern United States for nearly a century, following the death of Reconstruction. Ethnic 

purity was the organizing principle of one-party Democratic rule in Dixie from the mid-

1870s to the mid-1960s. Race and Nation were One, ordained by God, Science and History, 

obligating every white man to break and burn the bodies of all Negroes, mongrels and race-

mixing whites that might challenge the political order. Mob rule – lynch law – buttressed 

the political and economic supremacy of the most exploitative sectors of industry and 

agribusiness. The American “Solid South” not only fits the “classic” definition of fascism, it 

provided a template for future fascists. The apartheid order in Dixie predates the 

establishment of fascist regimes in Europe and, in terms of its racial component, has more in 

common with the Nazi strain than Mussolini’s Italy. 

 

 The ideological unity of the White South empowered Democrat/Fascists to exercise 

outsized influence over the national government. The Dixie-born Ku Klux Klan became a 

national phenomenon, and the emerging U.S. empire swaggered about the globe with a 

decidedly southern accent. Pre-Civil War white southern dreams of building a slave empire 

throughout the Americas meshed nicely with Teddy Roosevelt’s imperial ambitions. Shortly 

after the turn of the 20th century, Roosevelt violated all the rules of naval warfare in favor 

of racial pageantry, painting U.S. naval vessels white for a world tour of “The Great White 

Fleet.” Both Europe and the non-white world understood his meaning. 

 

 When the Black Freedom Movement forced a split in the national Democratic Party, in the 

early Sixities, southern whites bolted to the Republicans, transforming the Party of Lincoln 

into the national White Man’s Party. With Dixie the bedrock of Republican electoral college 

strength, the coded language of race came to dominate general U.S. political discourse. In a 

very real sense, Americans sound like southern white fascists, with their reflexive 

assumptions of supremacy, global privilege, and ordained national mission – including lots 

of Black Americans. After all, the fascist order of the pre-Sixties Solid South was simply a 

domestic expression of U.S. Manifest Destiny – the national religion. 

 

 Fascists all over the world – not just Ukraine – know they have tens of millions of soul 

mates in the United States, including the leadership of both major parties. That’s why they 

flashed the white supremacist gang-sign from Kiev. In turn, the American political class and 

corporate media prove they are also fascists, by pretending that their Ukrainian allies are 

democrats. 
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 With the U.S. and NATO now poised at Russia’s door, as was Germany in 1941, Hillary 

Clinton attempts to flip the clear historical parallel by ranting that it is President Putin who 

seeks a “Greater Russia.” The Kremlin has every reason to believe the barbarians are at the 

gate. 

 


